
PLUMBING 

“ Plumbing ” means the business, trade, or work having to do with the installation, removal, alteration, or repair of 

plumbing systems or parts thereof. 

 In Plumbing there are two systems. 

 Water Supply System 

  Drainage System 

Drainage System 

Generally all the wastage water from all the floors are being driven out from the building through the main drainage 

pipes, and that main pipe is connected to the “MUNCIPALITY” lines. 

The main line is located at near ground floor. 

 The waste water from the entire floor is collected at the ground floor  manhole from the gravity and is 

passed to Municipality main connection. 

 The waste water from the basements are collected at lower basement sump pit and pumped to the ground 

floor manhole from there same is driven out. 

 Out side the building there is Final Inspection Chamber (FIC) and that chamber connected to Municipality 

Manhole.  All the water flows to main sump through FIC only. 

 Inside the building we have Gully trap, Manholes, Sediment collector, Sand trap etc., according to the design 

of drainage system. 

Basic Design Criteria:  

 Basically, drainage system can be designed based on the provision of piping arrangement to carry out the 

building sewage system to the public sewage system without affecting the environment.  There are two basic 

systems of plumbing for building drainage as follows. 

• Single stack system 

•  Double stack system 

Single stack system:  

 In this system of plumbing the wastes from all soil appliances are connected to one main soil stack, which is 

connected to building sewer.  All traps of soil & waste appliances are completely ventilated through separate 

ventilating pipe/stack.  Thus, it contains one soil cum waste stack and one ventilating stack. 



 The Single stack system shall be preferred where the planning of a building provides for a suitable grouping 

of all soil and waste appliances and all are commonly taken to building sewer and further to the public sewer. 

Double stack system 

 In this system of plumbing the soil and waste stacks are distinct and separate, the soil stacks shall be 

connected to building sewer line and waste stack shall be connected to building sewer through a trapped gully.  All 

traps of soil & waste appliances are completely ventilated each through  separate ventilating pipe/stack.  Thus, it 

contains one soil stack, one waste stack and two ventilating stacks. 

 The Double stack system is advantageous where sullage (waste water) from waste appliances can be dealt 

separately for use in landscaping, for closet flushing only etc.  The basic idea of the system is to separate the soil 

waste getting mixed with waste water inside the building. 

  In Drainage system following different types of Pipes are used: 

• Waste Pipe 

                 Waste pipe means a pipe which conveys only liquid waste free from fecal material. 

•  Soil Pipe 

                Soil pipe means a pipe which conveys the discharge of water closets or similar fixtures containing 

fecal material with or without the discharge of other fixtures to the building drain or building sewer. 

•  Rain Water Pipe 

  Rain Water pipe means carry the rain water collected in the premises of the building. The rain water 

collected on the roof of the building might cause dampness on the ceiling/walls 

  Vent Pipe 

                Vent Pipe which carries flow of air over the waste from kitchen sinks, lavatories, bathtubs, bidets, 

showers, floor drains, drinking fountains and stand pipes in the same pipe. 

• Soil Vent Pipe 

•  Waste Vent Pipe 

•  Condensing Drain Pipe  

 

 

 



 

 

 

• Individual Vent 

                      The simplest form of venting any trap or trapped fixture is an individual vent for each trap.  Also 

popularly said as “Back vent”. 

 A individual vent pipe is connected between the trap and the branch connection to the drainage system.  

The protecting vent should be between the fixture trap and the source of pressure fluctuations.

 

 



• Common Vent 

 Common vent is a combination of two individual vents.  Individual vent is permitted to vent two 

traps or trapped fixture as a common vent. 

 Common vent shall be provided for the fixtures being located in the same floor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PLUMBING FIXTURES 

• Wash Basin (WB):  

                                                                  

Counter Top                                                                                               Pedestal 

 

 

 

                                         

  

             The purpose of a WB is to carry out the waste water to the stack.  WB shall be provided drain with a 

trap, over flow passage, with or without pop up waste coupling and hot and cold mixer. 

 



 

95 X 90 Cm Minimum Space Required for Installation of Wash Basin. 

BIB COCK 

A hose bib is a threaded exterior faucet that allows for the attachment of a garden hose or appliance hose. 

 

 

 



Water Closet (WC):  

                                     

Wester Water Closet                                            Asian Water Closet 

                                   

Wall Hung                                                                                      Floor Mounted 

 

 

 

 

FLUSH TANK DETAILS  

Flush Tank Capacity Range = 5 to 15Liters. 

Flush Tank Refilling Time = 2minutes 

Flush Water Pipe Size = 32mm 

Min Space required for a WC = 120x90Cm 



FLUSH TANK 

 

FLUSHOMETER 

 

 

 

 



Shower Tray (ST): 

  

 

The purpose of the shower tray is to carry out the bath water to the stack.  Shower shall be provided with overhead 

shower, jets, hot and cold mixer, drain with trap, glass or synthetic enclosure to prevent water spillage to the dry 

area of the room. 

Min Space required for a Shower room = 120 X 90 Cm 

Shower Tray Size = 75 X 75Cm 

 Floor to be sloped 2% towards tray 

Waste Water from one Shower Room Should not be allowed to enter into another Shower room. 

Minimum Residual Head of 1m to be provided in Shower spray Head. 

30 ~ 40 Liters of Water is required Per Person for Bathing. 

20 ~ 30 liters of Hot Water Storage for shower per head 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

KITCHEN SINK 

 

      

One Basin                     Two Basin                                Three Basin 

 The purpose of Kitchen sink is to carry out the domestic food waste generated to stack.  Sink shall be 

provided with hot and cold mixer, drain with trap and overflow passage. 

 

BIDET (BDT):  

 The purpose of bidet is for the external cleaning of body associated with women.  A bidet shall be 

provided with a water spray, designed for external cleaning that directs the jet of water upward to the body 

      



 

 

URINAL (UR):  

 The purpose of urinal is for urination, which is associated with men.  It is provided with waste 

coupling with dome type grating trap with extension pipe, push on/ off lever. 

 



WATERLESS URINALAS 

 

 

 

 

 



Urinals are to be flushed every 20Minutes by an automatic flushing unit at the rate of  

3.5 ~4.5 Liters/Stall or Bowel. 

Dia65mm to Dia80mm Discharge pipe of combined Urinal 

Trough urinal 

Trough urinal A long, narrow urinal designed for use by several men at the same time; equipped with a 

water supply and drain for flushing away theA long, narrow urinal designed for use by several men at the 

same time; equipped with a water supply and drain for flushing. 

 

Bath Tub (BT):  

   

The purpose of BT is to carry out the bath water to the stack.  BT shall be provided with an in built over 

flow, drain with a trap, hot and cold mixer, overhead shower and hand shower. 

Length=1450~1850mm 

Width=700~725mm 

Height=480~540mm. 

Discharge Pipe size & Water Trap Size=Dia40mm 

 

 



MOUNTING HEIGHT OF FIXTURES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PIPES AND PIPING MATERIALS 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FITTINGS 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Plumbing fittings have different shapes which allow rigid straight pipe to change both direction and 

diameter.  



Elbows 

Used to change the angle or direction of the pipe run.  

The most common elbows come in 90 degree and 45 degree turns.  

The sweep of the fitting describes how fast a transition or change in direction is made.  

 

 

Street Elbows 

One end of the fitting has male threads and the other end has female threads.  

Street elbows are common in galvanized steel and copper pipe.  

They are convenient because they do away with the need for a nipple and work well in tight quarters.  

                                      

Tee or T-fittings 

Allow for branch lines.  

They are shaped like the letter T. 

DWV tees are known as waste or sanitary Ts.  

In these fittings the intersection is slightly curved in order to avoid clogs. Gradual bends are best for smooth 

flow of waste.  

                                                            



Couplings 

 Used to join two straight pieces of pipe of the same diameter.  

                                                           

Reducers 

Used to join pipe of different diameters.  

Galvanized steel reducers are called bell reducers because they look like a bell.  

All reducers make a gradual transition between different diameters of pipe and therefore they take up 

considerable space  

 

Bushings 

Used to make the diameter of a pipe fitting smaller.  

They differ from reducers in that they make abrupt changes in diameter and take very little space.  

Two examples of galvanized steel bushings are face bushings, which take the least amount of space, and  

hex bushings which can be tightened with an adjustable wrench 

                                                            

 



Unions 

Used to join pieces of pipe where pipes cannot be turned or when a piece of equipment may have to be 

removed for maintenance or replacement.  

                                                                

Adaptor fittings 

are used to change the end of a non-threaded pipe to male or female threads as needed.  

Adaptors are commonly used in copper and plastic plumbing jobs.  

For example adaptors are used to convert from a PVC glue connection to a threaded connection or  

from a copper soldered connection to a threaded connection.   

Male adapters and female adapters are both common 

                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MALE ADAPTER 

• It has external threads on one end and a socket connection on the other end. 

• The threaded portion can connect to any material type compatible with National Pipe Thread (NPT) 

standards.   

• A male adapter is manufactured to Iron Pipe Size (IPS) standards.  

• Small sizes of copper male adapters are offered with a street end.  

• Flexible tubing systems use male adapters that insert the unthreaded portion into the tubing, leaving 

the threaded portion exposed to screw into the desired location. 

 

FEMALE ADAPTER 

• It has internal threads on one end and a socket on the other end. 

• A female adapter is the opposite of a male adapter relating to its threaded portion.  

• The threaded portion can receive any material type that has external tapered threads compatible with 

National Pipe Thread (NPT) standards.   

• A female adapter is manufactured to Iron Pipe Size (IPS) standards.  

  

 

 

 



Caps 

Used to close the end of a dead end pipe.  

 

Plugs 

Close an opening on a pipefitting normally used for inspection and cleanout.  

 

Nipples 

Short lengths (under 12") of pipe threaded at both ends.  

                                                              

Wyes 

Pronounced like the letter Y  

Used primarily to gain inside access to DWV systems. 

                                                         



OFFSETS 

Similarities of all offset fittings are the change of direction they achieve.  

A 90 fitting that is installed to create a perpendicular change in direction in a piping system 

Pressure systems, such as water and gas, use a short design pattern, and DWV use a longer radius design 

pattern.  

 

PEX  

PEX is one of the most popular products installed for water distribution systems.The fittings have a unique 

ribbed pattern on the exterior to provide adequate holding capabilities once the fitting is installed.  

Two connection methods are used: 

The crimping method utilizes a fitting that is inserted into the tubing and is secured with a crimp ring. 

The expanding method utilizes a PEX ring that slides over the tubing, and an expander tool that is inserted 

into the tubing.  

                                            

 

 

 



COMBO 

                     Combo is a trade name for a three-sided fitting that creates a long radius 90 branch (side inlet) 

that is perpendicular to the run.Manufactured to eliminate having to create a single fitting by combining a 

wye and 45. A cast iron 45 fitting is also known as a 1/8th bend, and a combo is commonly known as a 

combo wye and 1/8th bend.  

A combo is used extensively in the drainage system with the branch and run in the vertical or horizontal 

positions.  

                                         

               

SANITARY TEE 

              A sanitary tee is a compact fitting with three connections used in drainage and vent systems.The 

side connection known as the branch creates a standard radius that is a 90 angle from the run. The branch 

has a direction of flow to direct wastewater and sewage through a drainage system.Its use is strictly 

regulated by code pertaining to the installation positioning based on the flow direction.  

                                                    

 

SANITARY CROSS 

A sanitary cross has four connections with two as branches and has the same flow pattern as a sanitary tee.It 

is used to connect fixtures that are located side by side and back to back. Most codes limit the type of 

fixtures that can connect into the two branches, and a sanitary cross is regulated the same as a sanitary tee 

 



A TWIN ELBOW 

                   A twin elbow has the same flow pattern as a sanitary tee, sanitary cross, and a standard 90 

elbow.It is called a double 1/4 bend when ordering cast iron materials. Its name is derived from being two 

90 fittings uniquely manufactured to connect back-to-back fixtures in a confined space.  

 

 

TEST TEE 

            Cannot receive discharge from the drain.  Used to provide access for cleaning and is often referred to 

as the cleanout tee.A test tee has three connections. 

 

 

CLEAN OUT 

           A cleanout is installed throughout a DWV system to provide access into the piping system for 

clearing obstructions.A cleanout is a female adapter and a threaded plug used together to create a single 

fitting. The plug is often called a cleanout cover. Codes dictate the installation locations and sizing of 

cleanouts. Plastic types are offered in a street-type design 

  



CLOSET BEND 

       It is specifically used as the last fitting of a drainage system serving a toilet. The closet bend is a 

reducing 90 fitting. The 4” side of the closet bend can only be installed vertically with the 3” piping 

installed horizontally. A street version of this style is offered in plastic materials with the 4” size as the 

street side of the fitting and the 3” side having a hub.  

 

HEEL INET 900 

A heel inlet 90 is a specialty DWV fitting and is referred to as a heel outlet fitting by a plumber.It can only 

be used in specific locations and is a DWV 90 with a branch located at the heel of the bend. The standard 

radius design is only offered as a 4”  2”, 3”  2”, and 3”  1-1/2” size in plastic and 3”  2” in no-hub cast 

iron. A long sweep version is available in plastic materials, but the sizing is limited to 3”  2” and 3”  1-

1/2”. 

 

CLOSET FLANGE 

A toilet is also known as a water closet, and the flange that connects the toilet to the drainage system is 

called a closet flange.PVC, ABS, and cast iron are materials commonly used to manufacture closet flanges. 

Most flanges have slots that allow adjustment of the closet bolts and also have fixed slot locations that do 

not allow adjustment of the closet bolts. A wax seal prevents harmful sewer gases from entering occupied 

areas and seals the connection between the toilet and the closet flange.  

 

 



TRAPS 

1. Gully Trap:  

 

      These traps are constructed outside the building to carry waste water discharge from washbasin, sinks, 

bathroom etc. and are connected to the nearest building drain/sewer so that foul gases from sewer do not 

come to the house. These are deep seal traps, The depth of water seal should be 50 mm minimum. It also 

prevents the entry of cockroach and other insects from sewer line to waste pipes carrying waste water.  

2. P. Trap:  

 

• This trap is used with Indian water closet (ORISSA Pattern). The traps are made from cast iron or 

UPV sheet. This trap also has water seal and prevents entry of foul gases to the house. The 'P' trap - 

normally these have a screw joint half way along so that:  

• For installation, the outlet can be moved through about 270° in the horizontal plane so that it will 

mate with a horizontal waste pipe coming in from an angle.  

• After installation, the trap can be easily removed for clearing blockages etc without disturbing the 

rest of the pipe run.  

• One disadvantage of the 'P' trap is that it requires a fair amount of room around the waste outlet.  



3. S. Trap:  

 

            This trap is similar to P. trap and is used for fixing water closets in toilets. The only difference 

between P trap and S trap is that P trap is used for outlet through the wall whereas S trap is used for 

outlet through the floor.  

The 'S' trap - normally these have a screw joint half way along so that:  

 For installation, the outlet can be moved through about 270° in the horizontal plane so that it 

will mate with a vertical waste pipe coming up 'off centre'.  

 After installation, the trap can be easily removed for clearing blockages etc without disturbing 

the rest of the pipe run.  

Like the 'P' trap, a disadvantage of the 'S' trap is that it requires a fair amount of room around the waste 

outlet.  

 

4. Floor Trap or Nahini Trap: 

 

    This trap is provided in the floor to collect waste water from washbasin, shower, sink and bathroom etc. 

These are available in cast iron or UPVC material and have removable grating (JALI) on the top of the trap. 

The minimum depth of water seal should be 50 mm. 

5. Intercepting Trap:  

     This trap is provided at the last main hole of building sewerage to prevent entry of foul gases from public 

sewer to building sewer. It has a deep-water seal of 100 mm 



6. Grease Trap:  

   This trap is a device to collect the grease contents of waste and can be cleaned from the surface. This is 

generally used in food processing unit.  

 

7. Bottle Trap: 

          

     This trap is used below washbasin and sinks to prevent entry of foul gases. 

The 'Bottle' trap - normally the bottom unscrews to allow the clearing of blockages etc.  

The output for the waste pipe is always horizontal. 

The 'Bottle' trap takes up less radial space under a waste outlet and is ideal for pedestal mounted basins 

where space is usually very limited. They can however be deeper that the 'P' and 'S' traps.  

 

8. Q Trap:  

    This trap is used in toilet under water closet. It is almost similar to S trap and is used in upper storey other 

than ground floor.  

 

 



Water Seal  

Water seal in a trap is the depth of water which should be removed from a fully charge trap before gases at 

atmospheric pressure may pass from the waste pipe through trap into a building. The trap is useless unless 

they retain their seals at all times. The seal may be broken due to air compressor, momentum and 

evaporation. The trap in fittings in range is liable to siphonic action and each trap should be ventilated. 

• The depth of water seal in various sanitary appliances is given below. 

• • Water closet 50mm 

• Floor trap 50 mm  

• Other fixtures are directly connected to the stack through branch waste pipe of diameter = 75 mm 

and 40 mm 

• • Hand-pour flushed type 20 mm 

• All appliance using water and installed within a house needs a form of water trap in the waste 

pipework to give a water seal to the drains or outside atmosphere; a water trap prevents smells, 

bacteria and insects entering the property.  

• Modern Plastic Waste Plumbing, (apart from WC's), normally use either 

• 32mm (1.25 inch) (for hand basins) or  

• 40mm (1.5 inch) (for sinks, baths, showers, dishwashers, washing machines) pipe and fittings 

(including traps); 

• runs of waster pipe more than 2m (6 feet) long may use 50mm (2 inch) diameter pipe - this avoids 

the syphon effect when the pipe is used - the syphon effect could empty the water from a trap at the 

start of the run so making it ineffective.  

• The main point of a trap is to provide a water seal in a 'U' bend (or other arrangement). The 

important aspect of any water traps is the depth of seal (see right). 

• Current regulations specify that where waste pipes discharge into a single stack (as is the current 

'new build' requirement), the depth of water seal must be at least 75mm (3 inches).  

• Where a bath or basin is being replaced in an older property where the existing waste pipes feed into 

an open hopper or drain gully, this arrangement may be retained and the depth of water seal may be 

only 50mm (2 inches).  

 

 

 

                                      



VALVES 

 

Valves are used to control the flow of water or other fluids in a plumbing system.  

Common types of valves include the following: 

 

BUTTERFLY VALVE 

GATE VALVE 

GLOB VALVE 

SWING CHECK VALVE 

LIFT CHECK VALVE 

BALL VALVE 

PLUG VALVE 

CIRCUIT SETTER 

TRIPLE DUTY VALVE 

STRAINER 

NON RETURN VALVE 

PRESSURE REGULATING VALVE 

COMPRESSION VAVE  

SLEEVE-CARTRIDGE VALVE  

CERAMIC DISC VALVE  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GATE VALVE 

A gate valve is a valve situated between the point of connection and the rest of the plumbing system.  

It usually remains wide open, but can be shut down in case repairs or additions have to be made to the 

system.   

A gate valve is not designed to be opened and closed on a regular basis. 

  
 

CHECK VALVE 

A check valve allows the fluid in the pipe to flow in one direction only.   

Check valves are used in water wells to prevent the backflow of water. 

There are two basic types: swing or flapper and lift check valves. Both work automatically. 

 

GLOB VALVE 

A globe valve is a valve used when frequent adjustment of the flow rate is necessary.It is a compression-

type valve with a disk or washer that is compressed into a seat to form a tight seal. Repair is made by 

replacing the stem washer or disk. 

 

 



BUTTERFLY VALVE 

BALL VALVE 

PLUG VALVE 

CICUIT STTER 

TRIPLE DUTY VALVE 

STRAINER 

NON RETURN VALVE 

PRESSURE REGULATING VALVE 

COMPRESSION VAVE  

SLEEVE-CARTRIDGE VALVE  

CERAMIC DISC VALVE 

 

 

 

 

 


